


HATHAWAY TRAIL SYSTEM 
 

 Robbin’s Way: Beginning from behind the Hypnosis Center the trail winds steeply throughout most of the hike.  At about ¾ of a mile there is a clearing & a 
bench with a good view of Mt. Chocorua. Then it continues in a northerly direction ending by a gate at the Albert Road parking. 
 

 Kyle’s Trail: Kyle’s Trail starts at the Albert Road Parking. A narrow path heads in a southerly direction and climbs slightly.  This path passes over some 
stone slabs that were cut using plug and feather technique.  Look for the split drill holes in the rock.  At about ¼ mile the trail connects with Eagle’s Way and 
comes out by the Chocorua View. 
 

 Eagle’s Way:  This trail goes from Kyle’s Trail to the Ledge Trail.  It is relatively flat and slightly less than ¼ mile in length. 
 

 Ledge Trail:  The trail starts at Chocorua View on Robbin’s Way and continues out to Chamberlain Ledge.  The trail is relatively level, climbing slightly to 
get to Chamberlain Ledge at about ¾ of a mile.   
 

 Nightingale Path:  From the Ledge Trail, this trail becomes a narrow footpath that can be DIFFICULT TO FOLLOW and heads downhill toward Albert Rd.  
CAUTION - needs work 
 

 Bickford Hill:  From Nightingale Path, turn left on Albert Road and then in about 150 feet, turn left again onto a wide trail which will bring you back to the 
Ledge Trail.  From Albert Road it is an uphill climb to the Ledge Trail. 
 

 Thompson’s Pasture Loop:  This trail begins at the crest of a long hill on Robbin’s Way up from the Hypnosis Center.  It loops around to a nice view of Mt. 
Chocorua that can be seen through the trees. 
 

 Carter’s Cut:  This trail begins at the upper junction of Robbin’s Way and Thompson’s Pasture Loop.  It drops and crosses a small brook and then climbs, 
steeply at times, until it reconnects with Robbin’s Way. 
 

 Jackson Brook Trail & Grady Lane: The Jackson Brook Trail heads downhill from Carter’s Cut, just off from the intersection with Robbin’s Way.  It 
continues following the brook downhill on the right until it connects with Grady Lane.  Be sure to turn left onto Grady Lane and not through the opening in the 
stonewall.  Grady Lane continues level until it comes out on Robbin’s Way just above the Labyrinth. 
 

 Albert Trail:  Albert Trail starts near the north end of Eagle’s Way and follows a stonewall downhill toward the Class VI Albert Road, which makes a nice 
loop back to the Albert Road parking lot. 
 
Enchanted Pathway:  On your way to the trails from the Hypnosis Center is a little gazebo that is the entrance to a short winding path that should appeal to the 
smallest hiker.  Watch out for fairies along the way. 
 
Labyrinth:  Beyond the Enchanted Pathway at the beginning of Robbins Way is a seven-circuit woodland labyrinth, an ancient tool for meditation.  Its paths are 
simple and clear, offering all who walk it an opportunity for peaceful contemplation. 
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